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QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON

FACILITY FEATURE

MASTERSON FARMS
GRANDVIEW, IN

Don Masterson and his son Kevin have
built a drying legacy. The family operates
two drying systems backed by ample FarmComm storage.
The facility has been an ongoing project,
adding efficiency and storage with each
phase. When planning, it came down to
performance, they chose GSI’s highest
rated dryers — the X-Stream and TopDry.
1st system:
• GSI 1222 X-Stream Dryer
• GSI 36-11 Storage bin. 36,940 bushels
• GSI 36-9 Storage bin. 30,710 bushels
• GSI 24-11 Storage bin. 15,839 bushels
• GSI 48-12 Storage bin. 72,744 bushels

AUGUST SALES PROGRAM

•
•
•

GSI 24” 5,600 BPH grain elevator.
DMC 6” air system
(2) Older storage bins 20,000 bushels

2nd system:
• GSI 30’-11 ring Top Dry. 20,443 bushels
of storage
• 24” 4,000 BPH grain elevator.
• GSI 48’-9 ring Storage bin. 54,616
bushels
• GSI 30’-11 ring Storage bin. 24,765
bushels
• GSI 36’-11 ring Storage bin. 36,090
bushels
• (2) Older 48’-12 ring storage bins.

GSI is offering added incentive to make your storage purchase this month! Purchase by
September 30, 2015 to receive a discount up to 18%. If you want to save even more,
you can bundle your bin or hopper tank with material handling, select dryers and/or towers and catwalks for the greatest savings! Winter program is just around the corner!

•
•

106,290 bushels
(2) GSI 15’-8 ring overhead wet tanks.
7,400 bushels
U-trough 4,000 BPH wet/dry receiving
dump pit.

SPRING SALE

New GSI 1116 Grain Dryer, 1 Phase,
LP Gas or Natural Gas, Vision Controls
$59,000.00

EMPLOYEE FEATURE
Aaron Driskell, Service Technician
Aaron was hired in September of 2008. He has been working
for MAS in some capacity since he graduated high school. He
has experience in construction, millwright and service. His career goal is to continually exceed expectations, both customers
and management. He has done so by learning and building
knowledge in each specialty area. He and his wife, Melissa,
have two children, Brianna and Ella.

LARRY’S
LETTERS
This growing season has been one for
the record books, many say the wettest
summer on record. There are many acres
that are a total loss, many acres that
couldn’t be any better and many acres in
between. If the weather pattern continues
as it has been for the past few months,
we could have a very challenging harvest
season.
If the weather pattern does stay the
same, history tells us that the corn roots
are shallow following a wet summer and
the corn does not stand well. None of us
need that kind of fall. Every acre that is
harvested early is an acre that cannot
potentially go down.
It is proven, that corn harvested at 28%
moisture verses 18% moisture nets more
money per acre, even with the cost of fuel
for drying. With that said, harvesting early
will mean higher test weights, more money
in the bank, no potential of harvested
acres falling down and time to do field
work if the weather is nice. Sometimes
there are early harvest premiums that
can be captured. We cannot afford not to
make the best of every acre out there.

I recommend that you spend time
inspecting and maintaining your
harvest equipment, from the combine
to the storage bin and everything
in between — especially the drying
equipment. In many cases the drying
equipment is the limiting factor in harvest
capacity. Everything needs to run at peak
performance. It is late in the season to
think about updating and making major
changes to drying systems, so do the best
with what you have to work with.
After your grain is in the bin, if these
hot wet conditions stay with us, pay
very close attention to what’s going on
in the bin. Hot, wet air used for aeration
encourages insect, mold and fungus
activity, which leads to grain spoilage. By
drying your corn to 14-1/2% moisture or
below the potential for mold and insect
activity is greatly reduced. Get your corn
cooled down to 60 degrees as soon as
possible and then as fall progresses and
the weather is cooler, cool the grain to 50
degrees for longer term storage. Between
50 & 55 degrees potentially all of the mold
and insect activity has stopped.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Want to keep this harvest clean?
Cut out bees wings, fines and dust
with this air system add-on.
Bruning Aspirator Fans are designed
to capture unwanted residue that builds
up in and around your grain system.
The unit can easily be added to your
dryer, grain leg, load-out or hopper.
Installation and service are userfriendly. Transitions, adapters, flex tube
and fittings are available to meet your
specific layout. The housing design
is simple, allowing easy access and
clean-out.
The BRUNeumatic Aspirator Cyclone
helps to separate the waste product
from the airstream. The optional
discharge gate dials in exactly how
much air, if any, escapes from the
cyclone. This can vary due to the size
and weight of the waste product.
An inline slide valve is available to
vary the amount of suction that the
aspirator draws in. Most all installations
do not require the slide valve, but they
are available for specific uses.

Have a safe and productive harvest,
Larry

CELEBRATE!
Anniversary:
Steve Bryant, Chief Financial Officer,
Hired July 12,1995
Andy Farris, Millwright Crew Leader
Hired July 13, 2009
Justin Bryant, Office Manager
Hired August 16, 2011
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SERVICE TIP

As Fall nears, it is a great time to test
fire all burners to ensure a smooth start
to your harvest. Give us a call if you are
having any dryer issues or are having any
troubles getting started.

